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Frequently Asked Questions

How does my school earn an AES designation?

Becoming an AES school is easy! To earn and maintain this national designation, your school must simply provide an entrepreneurial experience to every student, every year. How you go about integrating these experiences are up to your team, whether it be a lesson, school-wide project, guest speakers, or more.

How do we ensure all teachers buy-in to the program?

First, we cannot stress enough that entrepreneurship education is not "one more thing" for our teachers - it can be done in any classroom setting seamlessly. EntreEd offers a wide variety of training opportunities, including webinars, workshops, and coaching to support this growth. Check out some of our educator testimonials about the impact it has made on their students and teaching - they speak for themselves!

How do we fund entrepreneurial projects?

Most entrepreneurial education lessons and projects can be implemented in normal classrooms without costing a penny! For those slightly larger scale projects, we can help you find funding through external sources and competitive EntreEd mini-grants available to AES Schools.

www.entre-ed.org• Twitter @entretalk• Facebook @Entrepreneurship.Ed
How do we measure our program’s success?

Our program is designed to be delivered flexibly, and as a result our measures of success are flexible! We track overall metrics of educators and students reached, and offer pre/post surveys to help track outcomes in mindset and perception. These are available open-source via entre-ed.org.

How do I do this without interrupting my already jam-packed schedule?

You probably already are! The AES program doesn't require a school to start a functioning student business or a large-scale project - although that's a great end goal! We empower educators to shift their teaching strategies to further promote creativity, problem solving, and critical thinking skills within your students. Mindset maketh motivation.

Where do I look for resources?

Check out entre-ed.org’s resources tab. Our collection of Lesson Kickstarters are a great first step to integrate entrepreneurship into any subject or grade level. Follow us on our social media channels (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube & Pinterest) to stay up-to-date on the latest in entrepreneurial education.

What is the reporting like for this project?

It's easy! To earn & maintain your AES status, submit our brief form online at www.entre-ed.org/getdesignated.
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